
EARLY MEDIEVAL ART

DEVELOPMENT OF BOOKS

The transition from the scroll to the bound book in this period was critical in the 

preservation and transmission of learning in Europe. Illuminated manuscripts are 

among the most important art objects created during the Early Middle Ages. Students 

should understand the process of bookmaking, copying, and illustrating that was 

developed during this period.

CHARLEMAGNE'S PROJECT

Charlemagne's attempt to revive the arts and create a culture along the lines of 

ancient Rome is the historical background for the most important period of art in the 

Early Middle Ages. His accomplishments and their influence, especially Carolingian 

miniscule and monastery design, are key concepts that students should take from 

this chapter.

INTERLACE

Ribbon interlace and animal interlace were used as decoration on a variety of art 

objects from Sweden, Norway, and the British Isles. Students should be able to 

connect the themes of animal interlace to the presumed religious beliefs of the 

people that developed it.

KEY CONCEPTS for the EARLY MEDIEVAL PERIOD



EARLY MEDIEVAL ART

Three Basic parts to Early Medieval Era:

Fall of Western Empire 

400-600  Art of the Warlords: The PAGAN Years Western Empire now broken up 

amongst the Goths, Angles, Saxons and Franks… Known for the ‘animal style’ that 

is prevalent in this period… Chi Rho Iota from the Book of Kells

700-800  HIBERNO-SAXON ART: Produced in Ireland (Hiberno) and England 

(Saxon).  Much like the Pagan art (interwoven designs), but contained Christian 

concepts.

CAROLINGIAN Period (768-814): Charlemagne crowned King of the Franks and 

Christian Ruler in 768… Cathedral of Aachen promoted the ‘three-part elevation’ to 

Churches… Education to the people through art and illuminated manuscripts, like 

the Ebbo Gospels

OTTONIAN Periods (950-1050): The Three German Ottos known for uniting the 

region under a common Christian Rule again, which sparks the need for bigger 

churches in the ROMANESQUE period.
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The PAGAN Years

EARLY MEDIEVAL ART

The art of the tribes who were now in 

control of former Roman territories was 

developed from earlier Bronze and 

Iron Age people.

Individual motifs include spirals, birds, 

humans, and dragonlike animals so 

interlaced that one has to look 

carefully to identify them.

Gummersmark Brooch,

Denmark, 6th Century. 5.75”
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Please note the repeated use of 

animal themes so entangled in the 

design that it gives almost a non-

objective shape design…

Gummersmark Brooch,

Denmark, 6th Century. 5.75”
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SUTTON HOO

An early 7th century burial mound 

excavated in 1939 at a site called Sutton 

Hoo (hoo means “hill”) revealed an 86 foot 

long ship with weapons, armor, and 

equipment for the afterlife.

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d4/Sutton_hoo_helmet_room_1_no_flashbrightness_ajusted.JPG


The PAGAN Years
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"They laid then the beloved chieftain, 

giver of rings, on the ship's bosom, 

glorious by the mast. There were brought 

many treasures, ornaments from far-off 

lands. Never have I heard that a vessel 

was more fairly fitted-out with war-

weapons and battle-raiment, swords and 

coats of mail. On his bosom lay a host of 

treasures, where were to travel far with 

him into the power of the flood.“

Beowulf
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Metalworking is one of the glories of Anglo-Saxon art. References to interlacing metal 

jewelry is in Anglo-Saxon literature.

Gold belt buckle from the ship-burial at Sutton Hoo

Anglo-Saxon, early 7th century AD

From Mound 1, Sutton Hoo, Suffolk, England

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=itvmmtbQZBLfgM&tbnid=0Ya7eS61mMHdiM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.studyblue.com%2Fnotes%2Fnote%2Fn%2F4-migration-art%2Fdeck%2F1762029&ei=lJzFUY7EJqS-0AGkqoHIBQ&bvm=bv.48293060,d.dmQ&psig=AFQjCNERZbBL6-g2g1TCnRn4hzq7szDS_A&ust=1371991551620737
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Some of the items were luxury 

items such as the purse cover and 

the epaulets.

They are decorated with 

cloisonné enamel with designs 

from wide ranging sources.

The rich blend of motifs 

represent a complex style that 

flourished in England and 

Ireland in the 7th and 8th century.
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Shoulder clasp from the ship-burial at Sutton Hoo

Anglo-Saxon, early 7th century AD

Sutton Hoo, Suffolk, England.  Gold, garnet, and millefiori glass. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fd/Sutton.Hoo.ShoulderClasp2.RobRoy.jpg
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Repousse

Pounding out the backside of metal to 

produce a relief

Cloisonné

Filling in a wired frame with enamel or 

glass beads, then melting

KNOW YOUR FANCY TERMS…
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Cloisonné

Filling in a wired frame with enamel or glass beads, then melting
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Merovingian looped fibula

Silver gilt worked in filigree, with inlays of 

garnets and other stones.

Early medieval Europe, ca 550 CE.

A fibula is a brooch or pin for fastening 

garments. They were made popular for 

capes worn during Roman campaigns.

This pair of Frankish fibulae is a great 

example of cloisonné, a technique that was 

popular in barbarian art. Meaning 

“partitioned” in French, this technique is 

characterized by inlaid semi-precious 

stones. In fact, the word cloisonné literally 

means “partitioned” in French. The artisan 

would solder wires onto a metal base and fill 

the areas those wires created with stones. 

(This is a little different from cloisonné 

enamel, which has colored enamel baked 

within these partitions.)
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Merovingian looped fibula

Silver gilt worked in filigree, with inlays of 

garnets and other stones.

Early medieval Europe, ca 550 CE.

This example also shows a popular motif in 

barbarian art of the middle ages: eagles! 

The eagle, originally a pagan symbol of the 

sun, was used by Imperial Rome, and would 

later become an emblem to St. John. The 

end of these fibulae are in the shape of 

Eagle heads, and little fish are shown on the 

main body of the brooches. Garnets were 

used to decorate the eyes of the eagles, 

and a wide range of gems were used to 

decorate the rest of the fibulae. These 

stunning pieces demonstrate the proficiency 

of barbarian metal workers during the 

middle ages.
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St. Luke incipit page

Ink, pigments, gold on vellum.

Lindisfarne Gospels, ca 698-721 CE.

HIBERNO-SAXON ART

The Lindisfarne Gospels is an 

illuminated manuscript gospel 

book produced in a scriptorium around 

the year 700 in a monastery off the coast 

of Northumberland at Lindisfarne and 

which is now on display in the British 

Library in London. The manuscript is one 

of the finest works in the unique style 

of Hiberno-Saxon (or Insular art), 

combining Mediterranean, Anglo-

Saxon and Celtic elements.



Hiberno-Saxon Art
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St. Luke portrait page

Ink, pigments, gold on vellum.

Lindisfarne Gospels, ca 698-721 CE.

HIBERNO-SAXON ART

The pages of the Lindisfarne gospels are vellum, 

made from the skins of sheep or calves and 

evidence from the manuscript reveals that the 

vellum used for the Gospels was made from 

calfskin. As a part of Anglo-Saxon art the 

manuscript reveals a love of riddles and 

surprise, shown through the pattern and 

interlace in the meticulously designed pages. 

Beyond the Christian period, there is a strong 

presence of Celtic, Germanic, and Irish art 

styles. The spiral style and “knot work” are 

influenced by Celtic art. One of the most 

characteristic styles in the manuscript is the 

zoomorphic style (adopted from Germanic art) 

and is revealed through the use of

interlaced animal and bird patterns

throughout the book.
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St. Matthew, Cross-Carpet Page

Lindisfarne Gospels, ca 698-721.  

HIBERNO-SAXON ART



Hiberno-Saxon Art
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Carpet Page

Lindisfarne Gospels, ca 698-721.  

HIBERNO-SAXON ART
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Carpet Page, Lindisfarne Gospels, ca 698-721.  HIBERNO-SAXON ART

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=lindisfarne%20gospels&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=TnA6BNn1cQrdiM&tbnid=Uyl0VZWT3f5uEM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.chroniclelive.co.uk%2Fnews%2Freturn-lindisfarne-gospels-north-east-3871198&ei=7KLFUbHsLOnI0gH7-4DgAg&psig=AFQjCNGMWRHjcvuL0B9884ZrR1Bku1rjaQ&ust=1371993171299894
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As Christianity spread through the 

islands, Hiberno-Saxon (Hibernia is the 

ancient name for Ireland) scribes 

adapted pagan styles for large, lavishly 

decorated gospel books.

On the Chi Rho Iota (XPI-an 

abbreviation for Christi, the first word in 

the Latin sentence that says “Now this 

is how the birth of Jesus Christ came 

about”) page from the Book of Kells, 

has interlacing and lots of symbolism, 

both pagan and Christian.

CHI-RHO-IOTA page from the 

Book of Kells, c800.

HIBERNO-SAXON ART
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The Franks had settled in northern Gaul (modern France) by the end of the 5th century. In 

732, the Franks turned back the Muslim invasion of Gaul and established a dynasty of rulers 

called the Carolingians…the greatest being Charles the Great (Charlemagne).



Carolingian Art
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Equestrian portrait of Charlemagne

Metz, Germany. Early ninth century, bronze.

Why do we call it Carolingian Art?

On Christmas day of the year 800, Pope Leo 

III crowned Charles the Great (Charlemagne), 

King of the Franks since 768, as emperor of 

Rome (r. 800-814)

In Charlemagne came to be seen as the first 

Holy (that is, Christian) Roman Emperor, a 

title his successors in the West did not 

formally adopt until the twelfth century.

The setting for Charlemagne’s coronation, 

fittingly, was Saint Peter’s basilica in Rome, 

built by Constantine, the first Roman emperor 

to embrace Christianity.

He gave his name (Carolus Magnus in Latin) 

to an entire era, the Carolingian period.
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Charlemagne turned to 

the Church to help 

stabilize his empire 

through religion and 

education. He looked to 

the Benedictine monks 

as his “cultural army.” 

Although their principal 

duties were prayer and 

liturgical services, 

monks and nuns spent 

hours producing books.

The Palace of Aachen was a group of buildings with residential, political and religious purposes chosen 

by Charlemagne to be the centre of power of the Carolingian Empire. The palace was located at the north 

of the current city of Aachen, today in the German Land of North Rhine-Westphalia. Most of the 

Carolingian palace was built in the 790s but the works went on until Charlemagne's death in 814.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=palace%2Bof%2Baachen&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=Bhb2vxgDxZgsMM&tbnid=cC-9KqPZthHZzM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpaulbuddehistory.com%2Feurope%2Fthe-rise-of-the-carolingians%2F&ei=9abFUfiVFunN0AHP1oDQDQ&psig=AFQjCNEouxAI2IEezc5EFXoVGapFYVvDTg&ust=1371994219509440
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It was modeled after the Church of San Vitale in 

Ravenna. For 600 years, from 936 to 1531, 

Aachen cathedral was the church of coronation 

for 30 German kings. In order to bear the 

enormous flow of pilgrims in the Gothic period a 

choir hall was built: a two-part Capella vitrea 

(glass chapel) which was consecrated on the 

600th day of Charlemagne's death.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e9/AachenDomInsideOktogon.jpg
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clerestory

gallery

ambulatory

The “Three Floor” Elevation
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d8/Aachener_dom_oktagon.jpg
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Saint Matthew, from the Gospel Book of 

Archbishop Ebbo of Reims, France,     ca 816-835    

CAROLINGIAN

The Ebbo Gospels illuminator replaced the 

classical calm and solidity of the Coronation 

Gospels with an energy that amounts to 

frenzy, and the frail saint almost leaps under 

its impulse. 

The painter even set the page's leaf border 

in motion. Matthew appears to take down in 

frantic haste what his inspiration dictates.

The tiny angel in the upper-right corner is 

Matthew's inspiration. The angel is dictating 

to Matthew what he is to write down.
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Saint Matthew, from the EBBO GOSPELS,

ca 816-835    CAROLINGIAN

Saint Matthew, from the CORONATION GOSPELS,

ca 795-819    CAROLINGIAN
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Saint Mark, from the Gospel Book Ebbos

ca 816-835    CAROLINGIAN

Saint Luke, from the Gospel Book Ebbos

ca 816-835    CAROLINGIAN
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Crucifixion, front cover of the

Lindau Gospels,  ca. 870

The golden cover of the Lindau Gospels, 

fashioned in a workshop of Charles the 

Bald's court, is surrounded by pearls and 

jewels that are raised on golden claw feet 

so that they can catch and reflect the light 

even more brilliantly and protect the 

delicate metal relief from denting. The 

figures are rendered in repoussé, or 

hammered or pressed relief.

The youthful Christ brings to mind the 

beardless unsuffering Christ of the fifth-

century ivory casket from Italy. 

This single eclectic work displays the 

classical and native stylistic poles of 

Carolingian art side by side.
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Only a wealthy monastery could 

afford a book. Hundreds of sheep 

had to be slaughtered to provide the 

pages, and hundreds of hours were 

needed to write each page. When 

the books were created, they were 

protected with heavy leather covered 

wooden and sometimes jeweled 

covers.

Figures in low relief gold are 

hovering above the arms of the 

cross, and are in agony below the 

arms of the cross.

Crucifixion, front cover of the

Lindau Gospels,  ca. 870
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Annunciation to the Shepherds,

Reichenau, Germany ca. 970.

Although the angel is a far cry from the 

dynamic marble Nike of Samothrace of 

Hellenistic times, the framed panel still 

incorporates much that was at the heart of 

the classical tradition, including the rocky 

landscape setting with grazing animals. 

The golden background betrays, however, 

knowledge of Byzantine book illumination 

and mosaic decoration.

Emphasized more than the message itself 

are the power and majesty of God's 

authority. The artist portrayed it here with 

the same emotional impact as the electric 

force of God's violent pointing in the 

Hildesheim doors.
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The heirs of Louis the Pious divided the 

Carolingian Empire into three parts: 

The western portion eventually

became France.

The eastern part of the empire, roughly 

modern Germany, Switzerland and Austria, 

passed to a dynasty of rulers known as

the Ottonians after three principal rulers 

named Otto.

Otto I gained control of Italy in 951 and the 

pope crowned him emperor in 962. 

Thereafter, Otto and his successors 

dominated the Papacy and appointments to 

other high offices.
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Abbey Church of St. Michael, Hildesheim, Germany  1010-1020

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e7/Hildesheim-St_Michaels_Church.outside.JPG
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Abbey Church of St. Michael, Hildesheim, Germany  1010-1020

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/95/Hildesheim-St_Michaels_Church.interior.01.JPG
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=st.%2Bmichael%2Bhildesheim%2Bplan&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=7TLqknYcfbINDM&tbnid=tBDadNHEZsfYZM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fapah.lakegeneva.badger.groupfusion.net%2Fmodules%2Fgroups%2Fgroup_pages.phtml%3F%26gid%3D87537%26nid%3D59470%26sessionid%3D%26printable%3DTRUE%26SID%26portrait_or_landscape%3Dportrait&ei=I67FUda6JY3k4AOW7oD4BQ&psig=AFQjCNHyeAFnQEmvx8o3BYR9Y5roOx4j3A&ust=1371996014614319
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In the 10th and 11th centuries, artists in northern 

Europe began a tradition of large sculpture in 

wood and bronze that would significantly 

influence later medieval art.

Bishop Bernward was an important patron of 

the arts, and was also a skillful goldsmith. A pair 

of bronze doors, made under his direction, was 

the most ambitious bronze project undertaken 

since antiquity. The Bishop installed these 

bronze doors in 1015, but these doors have 

since been moved to St. Mary’s Cathedral.

Bernward Doors

(Church of St. Michael), 1015.  OTTONIAN

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1e/Bernwardst%C3%BCr.jpg
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Standing over 16 feet tall, the doors are 

decorated with Old testament scenes on the 

left, and New Testament scenes on the right.

Bernward Doors

(Church of St. Michael), 1015.  OTTONIAN
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Great Mosque of Cordoba

Cordoba, Spain. Umayyad.

Stone masonry, c 785-786.

The Mosque-cathedral of Córdoba is 

the Catholic Christian cathedral of 

the Diocese of Córdoba dedicated to 

the Assumption of the Virgin Mary and 

located in the Spanish region 

of Andalusia. It originally was a Catholic 

Christian church built by the Visigoths,

although it was later converted to an 

Islamic mosque in the Middle Ages. 

After the Christians conquered the 

Iberian Peninsula, it was made a 

Catholic Christian church once again.

The cathedral is regarded as one of the 

most accomplished monuments 

of Moorish architecture. Since the early 

2000s,Spanish Muslims have lobbied 

the Roman Catholic Church to allow 

them to pray in the cathedral.
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Great Mosque of Cordoba

Cordoba, Spain. Umayyad.

Stone masonry, c 785-786.

The building is most notable for its 

arcaded hypostyle hall, with 856 columns of 

jasper, onyx, marble, and granite. These 

were made from pieces of the Roman 

temple which had occupied the site 

previously, as well as other destroyed 

Roman buildings, such as the Mérida 

amphitheatre. The double arches were a 

new introduction to architecture, permitting 

higher ceilings than would otherwise be 

possible with relatively low columns. The 

double arches consist of a lower horseshoe 

arch and an upper semi-circular arch. The 

famous alternating red and white voussoirs 

of the arches were inspired by those in 

the Dome of the Rock and also resemble 

those of the Aachen Cathedral, which were 

built almost at the same time. 
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Great Mosque of Cordoba

Cordoba, Spain. Umayyad.

Stone masonry, c 785-786.
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Pyxis of Al-Mughira

Ivory container, 968 CE.

Pixides are known as luxury personal vessels 

given to members of the royal family and are 

thought to have been used for holding precious 

gems, jewelry, aromas, perfume etc.; however, 

the actual purpose of the pyxis of al-Mughira is 

unknown because there are no traces of any 

substance on the interior.

This Pyxis, is a portable ivory carved container 

that dates from Medieval Islam’s Spanish 

Umayyad period. The container was made in a 

workshop near Cordoba. We are certain this 

pyxis belongs to al-Mughira because of the 

inscription around the base of the lid which 

reads: “Blessing from God, goodwill, 

happiness and prosperity to al-Mughīra, son of 

the Commander of the Faithful, may God's 

mercy [be upon him].”
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Pyxis of Al-Mughira

Ivory container, 968 CE.

The Pyxis of al-Mughira is decorated with four 

eight-lobed medallions which are surrounded 

by figures and animals that include falconers, 

wrestlers, griffons, peacocks, birds, goats and 

animals to be hunted. Each medallion has 

princely iconography.

This medallion shows two men collecting eggs 

from the nests of Falcons, a symbol of 

Umayyad legitimacy.
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Gero Crucifix, commissioned by Archbishop Gero,  ca. 970.

This Crucifix, carved in oak and then painted 

and gilded, epitomizes the revival of interest in 

monumental sculpture during this period. The 

six-foot-tall image of Christ nailed to the cross 

is both statue and reliquary [a shrine for 

sacred relics]. 

A compartment in the back of the head held 

the Host. This dramatically different 

conception of the crucified Savior digresses 

from the Early Christian image of the youthful 

Christ triumphant over death in that he is 

represented as an all-too-human martyr in 

intense agony. 

The acronym INRI (Iēsus Nazarēnus, Rēx 

Iūdaeōrum) represents the Latin inscription 

which in English reads as "Jesus the 

Nazarene, King of the Jews.”
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Gero Crucifix, commissioned by Archbishop Gero,  ca. 970.
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Gero Crucifix, commissioned by Archbishop Gero,  ca. 970.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=gero%2Bcrucifix&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=NkSKGsthH1JpbM&tbnid=EV46oH8O54SydM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdrc.kenyon.edu%2Fhandle%2F2374.KENY%2F2566&ei=Y7PFUYWLNOiw0QHKiYGgAg&psig=AFQjCNFGj0iW5-mON8fzSy2SgsynWyVigA&ust=1371997162140956
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Otto III enthroned

from the Gospel Book of Otto III, Trier,Germany 

ca 970

Of the three Ottos, Otto III dreamed the most 

of a revived Christian Roman Empire; indeed, 

it was his life's obsession. 

He moved his court, with its Byzantine 

ceremonial, to Rome and there set up 

theatrically the symbols and trappings of 

Roman imperialism.

He died prematurely, at age 21, and, at his 

own request, was buried beside Charlemagne 

at Aachen.

The illuminator represented the emperor 

enthroned, holding the sceptor and cross-

inscribed orb that represent his universal 

authority, conforming to a Christian imperial 

iconographic tradition that went back to 

Constantine. 
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Otto III        CHARLEMAGNE
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Like their predecessors, monks and nuns 

of the Ottonian Period created richly 

illuminated manuscripts.

Styles varied from place to place depending on 

the local traditions of the scriptorium and the 

models available in each library.
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This is an unusual presentation 

page from the Hitda Gospels of the 

early 11th century.

Abbess Hitda presents her book to 

Saint Walpurga, the patron saint of 

her abbey.

The large architecture is arranged to 

draw attention to the figures and 

show the importance of the position 

of the Abbess. The simple contours 

of the figures, combined with the 

halo device framing them, recalls 

Byzantine art.
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Page of Christ Washing the Feet of 

His Disciples

Gospels of Otto III, c. 1000

This manuscript painting, done about 

1000 CE, is a scene of humility, but 

during the next 200 years, the 

Romanesque period, the emperors, 

kings, popes and abbots lavish their 

material resources on churches to glorify 

God and recreate an image of the 

heavenly Jerusalem on earth.

For Jesus, it was the display of His 

humility and His servanthood. For the 

disciples, the washing of their feet was in 

direct contrast to their heart attitudes at 

that time. For us, washing feet is 

symbolic of our role in the body of Christ.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=christ%2Bwashing%2Bthe%2Bdisciples%2Bfeet&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=wr8LdZoQk_nBIM&tbnid=9vWI8Vfpbh5G8M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcommons.wikimedia.org%2Fwiki%2FFile%3AChrist_washing_the_Apostles'_feet_-_Otto_III_Gospels.png&ei=4bfFUc6AFcS20AGVj4CwBA&bvm=bv.48293060,d.dmQ&psig=AFQjCNHtB8NXNYgV4zqLVg0YTfdLGLpgAQ&ust=1371998558427591

